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Intended for use with any A&P textbook, this best-selling laboratory manual features a wide
variety of exercises and activities designed to meet the needs of any 2-semester anatomy &
physiology laboratory course. Known for its thorough, clearly-written exercises, full-color art,
and tear-out review sheets, this lab manual gives you a hands-on laboratory experience.
This lab manual is available in four versions: Cat, Main, Pig, and Rat. This package contains:
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Rat Version
For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. Help manage time and improve learning inside
and outside of the lab The #1 best-selling Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual
helps students and instructors manage time inside and outside of the A&P lab classroom
and works hand-in-hand with Mastering A&P, the leading online homework and learning
program for A&P. The 13th Edition features dozens of new, full-color figures and photos in
the review sheets, as well as revamped clinical application questions and critical thinking
questions that reinforce the most important concepts from lab. Encourage students to
prepare for lab by assigning recommended Mastering A&P activities for each lab exercise,
including 18 pre-lab videos (8 are new to this edition), Building Vocabulary Coaching
Activities, exercise review sheet assessment questions, art labeling activities, mobile-ready
Practice Anatomy Lab(tm) 3.1 with customizable flashcards, and more. Thousands of
assignment options in the Item Library are closely correlated with the print edition of the
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manual, making it easier than ever to create homework assignments that are aligned with
your lab activities. Continuing to set the standard for the 2-semester A&P laboratory course,
the lab manual complies with the illustration and presentation style of the best-selling
Marieb/Hoehn Human Anatomy & Physiology text, but can accompany any A&P textbook.
New customization options are available through Pearson Collections, as well as three
conventional versions: Main (12th Edition), Cat (13th Edition), and Fetal Pig (13th Edition).
Also available with Mastering A&P By combining trusted author content with digital tools
developed to engage students and emulate the office-hour experience, Mastering
personalizes learning and improves results for each student. Mastering A&P assignments
support interactive features in the lab manual, including pre-lab video coaching activities,
bone, muscle, and dissection videos, Dynamic Study Modules, Get Ready for A&P, plus a
variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical Application Questions, and more. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product; Mastering A&P does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor for the
correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. If you would like to purchase boththe physical text and Mastering A&P,
search for: 0134767330 / 9780134767338 Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual, Main
Version Plus MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 12/e Package
consists of: 0134763246 / 9780134763248 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack
Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manuals 0134806352 /
9780134806358 Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual, Main Version
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged
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with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringA&P
search for ISBN-10: 0133893383 /ISBN-13: 9780133893380 . That package includes
ISBN-10: 0133925595 /ISBN-13: 9780133925593 and ISBN-10: 0133999300 /ISBN-13:
9780133999303. For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. All instructor resources for
this title are available in the Instructor Resources section on the MasteringA&P site. Helping
millions of future healthcare professionals prepare for lab and practice lab concepts.
Revered for its thorough, clearly written exercises and explanations, Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manual has provided millions of future healthcare professionals with a
complete hands-on laboratory and learning experience. The fully revised Twelfth Edition
provides a more active, workbook-style approach that incorporates visual summaries,
streamlines information, and engages students with hands-on drawing and review activities.
New features include assignable Pre-lab Videos that introduce students to the lab and
related equipment, and "Why this Matters," which shows the relevance of lab activities to
real-life and clinical examples. This edition is fully integrated with MasteringA&P, offering
assignable visual media and activities that promote active learning and engage students.
For the first time, the lab manual is publishing alongside Marieb/Hoehn's best-selling Human
Anatomy & Physiology . Designed to meet the needs of the 2-semester A&P laboratory
course, the manual can be used with any A&P textbook and is available in a customized
edition, as well as in three conventional versions: Main (Eleventh Edition), Cat (Twelfth
Edition), and Fetal Pig (Twelfth Edition). Also Available with MasteringA&P ® This title is also
available with MasteringA&P -- an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
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structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and
pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with
MasteringA&P, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information.
Making Connections, Cat Version Plus MasteringA&P with Pearson EText -- Access Card
Package
Laboratory Guide
A Photographic Atlas for the Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P with
Pearson EText -- Access Card Package
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of the MyLab(tm)and Mastering(tm) platforms exist for each title, and
registrations are not transferable. To register for and use MyLab or Mastering, you may also
need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases
made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the
access codes for the Mastering platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be
previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For the twosemester A&P laboratory course. This package includes Mastering A&P. Fully engage
students in their A&P Lab experience Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual:
Making Connections distinguishes itself from other A&P lab manuals by focusing on and
addressing the most common teaching challenges in the lab-getting students to engage in the
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lab, to prepare for the lab, and to apply concepts in the lab. Catharine Whiting''s active learning
approach incorporates a rich variety of hands-on activities and guided questions to get
students engaged and asking questions. The 2nd Edition provides new features, such as
"What You Need to Know Before You Start this Unit" at the beginning of each Unit and new
Pre-Lab Video Coaching Activities to help students learn what they need to review before lab.
Developed as the companion to Erin Amerman''s Human Anatomy & Physiology, 2nd Edition,
Whiting''s lab manual reflects the same superb art program and terminology found in the
Amerman textbook. Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections,
2nd Edition is available in three versions for your students: Main, Cat and Fetal Pig. The Cat
and Fetal Pig versions are identical to the Main version except that they include seven
additional cat dissection and nine additional fetal pig dissection exercises, respectively, at the
back of the lab manual. Personalize learning with Mastering A&P Mastering(tm) is the teaching
and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author
content with digital tools developed to engage students and emulate the office-hour
experience, Mastering personalizes learning and improves results for each student. Mastering
A&P assignments support interactive features in the lab manual and include new Pre-Lab
Video coaching activities, new Cat Dissection Video and Fetal Pig Dissection Video coaching
activities, new fully mobile PAL 3.1 plus PAL 3.1 Customizable Flashcards, Learning Catalytics
(tm) , A&P Flix 3D muscle animations, a variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical Application
Questions, and more. 0134800931 / 9780134800936 Human Anatomy & Physiology
Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, Cat Version Plus MasteringA&P with Pearson eText
-- Access Card Package, 2/e Package consists of: 0134609115 / 9780134609119 Human
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Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, Cat Version, 2/e 013474697X
/ 9780134746975 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Human
Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual: Making Connections, 2/e
This full-color laboratory manual is designed for instructors who teach a two-semester
introductory anatomy & physiology course, but do not require the full range of laboratory
exercises found in Marieb's best-selling Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manuals (Cat,
Fetal Pig, and Main). Though this lab manual can be used with any two-semester text, it will be
most effectively used with Marieb's Anatomy & Physiology, Fifth Edition. The lab manual
features a brand new student-friendly design, including checkboxes to help students track their
progress, a complete list of objectives at the beginning of each exercise, and fully-updated
terminology in accordance with Terminologia Anatomica and Terminologia Histologica. The lab
manual also features a full-color, extensive Histology Atlas, integrated Review Sheets, and
new art and photos that help bring A&P to life.
This comprehensive, beautifully illustrated, and affordably priced manual is appropriate for a
two-semester anatomy and physiology laboratory course. Through focused activities and by
eliminating redundant exposition and artwork found in most primary textbooks, this manual
complements the lecture material and serves as an efficient and effective tool for learning in
the lab.
Exploring Anatomy & Physiology in the Laboratory
Laboratory Investigations in Anatomy & Physiology
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version Plus Masteringa&p with Etext
-- Access Card Package
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Exploring Anatomy and Physiology in the Laboratory, 3e
Known for its clear descriptions and art program, this lab manual
examines every structure and function of the human body. It features
dissection of the cat, numerous physiological experiments, and an
emphasis on the study of anatomy through histology. In addition to a
large variety of illustrations, helpful learning support includes
lists of appropriate terms accompanying art, numerous photomicrographs
and specimen photos, phonetic pronunciations and derivations of terms,
diagrams of lab equipment, and lab report questions and report
templates. An instructor's guide is available and provides detailed
information for instructors about needed materials, suggestions, and
answers to questions. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
KEY BENETFIT: This best-selling, restructured laboratory manual now
includes an entirely new interactive website built specifically for
the A&P lab course. For the first time, MyAandP.com includes Practice
Anatomy Lab (PAL(TM)) 2.0 and provides 24/7 access to a rich array of
anatomy lab specimens, practice quizzes, and simulated lab practicals,
gradable pre- and post-lab exercise quizzes for each of the 46 labs in
the Marieb lab manual, the new PhysioEx(TM) 8.0, and videos of lab
experiments. The Human Body: An Orientation, The Microscope and Its
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Uses, The Cell, Histology: Basic Tissues of the Body, The
Integumentary System and Body Membranes, The Skeletal System, The
Muscular System, The Nervous System, The Endocrine System, The
Circulatory System, The Respiratory System, The Digestive System, The
Urinary System, The Reproductive System, Development, and Heredity,
Surface Anatomy, PhysioEx(TM) v7.0 Computer Simulations. For all
readers interested in a laboratory manual for the A&P lab course.
Elaine Marieb's clearly written and comprehensive lab manual has been
thoroughly revised with new and updated content. Guiding readers
through well-planned lab activities, this new edition features new
illustrations and full-color photographs that help readers visualize
and master lab concepts. Incorporating the best new technology
available for A&P labs, PowerLab(r) procedures have been added to
selected exercises so students can practice with computerized data
compilation techniques. Plus, two new laboratory simulations have been
added to the popular PhysioEx(tm) V3.0 program now available on CD-ROM
or via the Web. Designed to stand-alone or use with other materials,
each manual contains anatomical and physiological terminology
essential for use in one- or two-semester A&P courses. For college
instructors and students.
Laboratory Manual Main Version for McKinley's Anatomy & Physiology
Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual
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Main Version
Human Anatomy

Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version,
Media Update with PhysioEx 4.0, Sixth Edition guides readers
through well-planned lab activities and features new
illustrations and full-color photographs that help readers
visualize and master lab concepts. Designed to stand alone
or for use with other materials, the manual contains
anatomical and physiological terminology essential for use
in one- or two-semester anatomy and physiology courses.
PhyisoEx 4.0 now includes an entirely new laboratory
simulation on Acid/Base Balance that focuses on respiratory
and metabolic acidosis and alkalosis, as well as renal and
respiratory compensation. The lab is accompanied by a
written exercise. The Histology tutorial now features 40 new
slides plus written worksheets to increase reader
comprehension.
For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. Help manage time
and improve learning inside and outside of the lab The #1
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best-selling Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual
helps students and instructors manage time inside and
outside of the A&P lab classroom and works hand-in-hand with
Mastering A&P, the leading online homework and learning
program for A&P. The 13th Edition features dozens of new,
full-color figures and photos in the review sheets, as well
as revamped clinical application questions and critical
thinking questions that reinforce the most important
concepts from lab. Encourage students to prepare for lab by
assigning recommended Mastering A&P activities for each lab
exercise, including 18 pre-lab videos (8 are new to this
edition), Building Vocabulary Coaching Activities, exercise
review sheet assessment questions, art labeling activities,
mobile-ready Practice Anatomy Lab(tm) 3.1 with customizable
flashcards, and more. Thousands of assignment options in the
Item Library are closely correlated with the print edition
of the manual, making it easier than ever to create homework
assignments that are aligned with your lab activities.
Continuing to set the standard for the 2-semester A&P
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laboratory course, the lab manual complies with the
illustration and presentation style of the best-selling
Marieb/Hoehn Human Anatomy & Physiology text, but can
accompany any A&P textbook. New customization options are
available through Pearson Collections, as well as three
conventional versions: Main (12th Edition), Cat (13th
Edition), and Fetal Pig (13th Edition). Also available with
Mastering A&P Mastering(tm) is the teaching and learning
platform that empowers you to reach every student. By
combining trusted author content with digital tools
developed to engage students and emulate the office-hour
experience, Mastering personalizes learning and improves
results for each student. Mastering A&P assignments support
interactive features in the lab manual, including pre-lab
video coaching activities, bone, muscle, and dissection
videos, Dynamic Study Modules, Get Ready for A&P, plus a
variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical Application
Questions, and more. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; Mastering A&P does not come packaged with this
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content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title
with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would
like to purchase boththe physical text and Mastering A&P,
search for: 0134767349 / 9780134767345 Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manual, Cat version Plus MasteringA&P
with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 13/e 0134763246 /
9780134763248 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack
Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory
Manuals 0134632338 / 9780134632339 Human Anatomy &
Physiology Lab Manual, Cat Version
This full-color atlas is designed for all students taking
separate or integrated courses in human anatomy and
physiology. This atlas can accompany and augment any human
anatomy, human physiology or combined human anatomy and
physiology textbook. It is designed to be of particular
value to students in a laboratory situation and could either
accompany a laboratory manual or, in certain courses, it
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could serve as the laboratory manual. Great care has gone
into the preparation of this photographic atlas to provide
students with a complete set of photographs for each of the
human body systems. Cat, fetal pig, and rat dissection are
also included for those students who have the opportunity to
do similar dissections as part of their laboratory
requirement. In addition, photographs of a sheep heart
dissection are also included. A visual balance is achieved
between the various levels available to observe the
structure of the body. Completely labeled, informative
figures are depicted clearly and accurately. The terms used
in this atlas are those that are approved and recommended by
the Basle Nomina Anatomica (BNA). Some of the changes for
this new edition include a new art program, new vertebrate
dissection images (new specimens were dissected to obtain
better quality photographs of the muscular and organ
systems), and a new full page heart valve/cardiac cycle
figure.
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, Fetal Pig
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Version
Laboratory Manual for Hole's Human Anatomy & Physiology Cat
Version
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making
Connections, Fetal Pig Version Plus Masteringa&p with Etext
-- Access Card Package
Cat Version
For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. Fully engage students in
their A&P Lab experience Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory
Manual: Making Connections distinguishes itself from other A&P lab
manuals by focusing on and addressing the most common teaching
challenges in the lab--getting students to engage in the lab, to
prepare for the lab, and to apply concepts in the lab. Catharine
Whiting's active learning approach incorporates a rich variety of
hands-on activities and guided questions to get students engaged and
asking questions. The 2nd Edition provides new features, such as
"What You Need to Know Before You Start this Unit" at the beginning
of each Unit and new Pre-Lab Video Coaching Activities to help
students learn what they need to review before lab. Developed as the
companion to Erin Amerman's Human Anatomy & Physiology, 2nd Edition,
Whiting's lab manual reflects the same superb art program and
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terminology found in the Amerman textbook. Human Anatomy & Physiology
Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, 2nd Edition is available in
three versions for your students: Main, Cat and Fetal Pig. The Cat
and Fetal Pig versions are identical to the Main version except that
they include seven additional cat dissection and nine additional
fetal pig dissection exercises, respectively, at the back of the lab
manual. Also available with Mastering A&P Mastering(tm) is the
teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every
student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools
developed to engage students and emulate the office-hour experience,
Mastering personalizes learning and improves results for each
student. Mastering A&P assignments support interactive features in
the lab manual and include new Pre-Lab Video coaching activities, new
Cat Dissection Video and Fetal Pig Dissection Video coaching
activities, new fully mobile PAL 3.1 plus PAL 3.1 Customizable
Flashcards, Learning Catalytics (tm) , A&P Flix 3D muscle animations,
a variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical Application Questions,
and more. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; Mastering
A&P does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested
in purchasing this title with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor for
the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to
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purchase boththe physical text and Mastering A&P, search for:
0134685253 / 9780134685250 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory
Manual: Making Connections, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package , 2/e Package consists of:
0134746430 / 9780134746432 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory
Manual: Making Connections, Main Version, 2/e 013474697X /
9780134746975 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access
Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual: Making
Connections, 2/e
This best-selling Laboratory Manual, written by Terry R. Martin, has
been updated throughout. The new 14th edition is available in both a
Cat version or a Fetal Pig version. Both versions of the 14th edition
are organized into units that correlate directly with the text and
include new and updated art to match Hole’s Human Anatomy and
Physiology, 14e.
The study of human anatomy and physiology really comes to life in the
anatomy and physiology laboratory, where students get hands-on
experience with human cadavers and bones, classroom models, preserved
and fresh animal organs, histology slides of human tissues, and learn
the process of scientific discovery through physiology
experimentation. This lab manual is intended to provide students with
tools to make the subject matter more relevant to their own bodies
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and to the world around them. It is an interactive workbook for
students: a ‘how-to’ guide to learning human anatomy and physiology
through touch, dissection, observation, experimentation, and critical
thinking exercises.
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version Value
Pack (includes Books a la Carte Plus for Fundamentals of Anatomy and
Physiology and Practice Anatomy Lab 2. 0 CD-ROM )
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual I
Guide for the Introductory Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory
Update: Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual

Over two previous editions, Exploring Anatomy & Physiology in the Laboratory
(EAPL) has become one of the best-selling A&P lab manuals on the market. Its
unique, straightforward, practical, activity-based approach to the study of
anatomy and physiology in the laboratory has proven to be an effective approach
for students nationwide. This comprehensive, beautifully illustrated, and
affordably priced manual is appropriate for a two-semester anatomy and
physiology laboratory course. Through focused activities and by eliminating
redundant exposition and artwork found in most primary textbooks, this manual
complements the lecture material and serves as an efficient and effective tool for
learning in the lab.
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ISBN "9780321822338" from label on back cover.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist
for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which
your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of
Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be
incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before
completing your purchase. For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. This
package includes MasteringA&P
. All instructor resources for this title are
available in the Instructor Resources section on the MasteringA&P site. Helping
millions of future healthcare professionals prepare for lab and practice lab
concepts. Revered for its thorough, clearly written exercises and explanations,
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual has provided millions of future
healthcare professionals with a complete hands-on laboratory and learning
experience. The fully revised Eleventh Edition provides a more active, workbookstyle approach that incorporates visual summaries, streamlines information, and
engages students with hands-on drawing and review activities. New features
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include assignable Pre-lab Videos that introduce students to the lab and related
equipment, and "Why this Matters," which shows the relevance of lab activities to
real-life and clinical examples. This edition is fully integrated with MasteringA&P,
offering assignable visual media and activities that promote active learning and
engage students. For the first time, the lab manual is publishing alongside
Marieb/Hoehn's best-selling Human Anatomy & Physiology . Designed to meet
the needs of the 2-semester A&P laboratory course, the manual can be used with
any A&P textbook and is available in a customized edition, as well as in three
conventional versions: Main (Eleventh Edition), Cat (Twelfth Edition), and Fetal
Pig (Twelfth Edition). Personalize Learning with MasteringA&P
MasteringA&P
is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this lab manual to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and
pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material
and understand difficult concepts. 0133873218/0133873218 Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P with eText -Access Card Package, 11/e Package consists of: 0133902382 / 9780133902389
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version, 11/e
0133999300/ 9780133999303 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack
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Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manuals, 12/e
Laboratory Manual for Anatomy and Physiology
Update: Laboratory Exercises in Anatomy and Physiology with Cat Dissections
Human Anatomy and Physiology
Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or
print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. For one-semester courses in
A&P Lab. A Brief, Student-Friendly Lab Manual for One-Semester A&P–Now in Full Color
Developed especially for a fast-paced, one-semester A&P course, Elaine Marieb and Pamela
Jackson's Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, 7th Edition
provides 27 full-color, hands-on laboratory exercises, along with a built-in Histology Atlas.
The Lab Manual can accompany any one-semester A&P text, but it is most effectively paired
with Marieb and Keller's Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology, 12th Edition. Each lab
exercise consists of a variety of easy-to-follow activities, all supported by a checklist of
materials, a Pre-Lab Quiz, background information, learning objectives, and tear-out review
sheets. The black and white figures in previous editions are now in full-color, and the 7th
Edition further expands on its student-friendly writing style with updated terminology and
review questions, streamlined content presented in tables, and a new, more intuitive design.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and
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registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies
other than Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included, may be incorrect, or may have been previously redeemed. Check with the seller
before completing your purchase. Developed as the companion lab manual to Amerman's
Human Anatomy & Physiology, Catharine Whiting's lab manual takes an active learning
approach that uses a rich variety of hands-on activities, along with guided questions, to
engage students and help them apply concepts learned in lecture to lab. The active learning
approach to Whiting's Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making
Connections includes unique hands-on activities that use different learning modes including
labeling, sketching, touching, dissecting, observing, conducting experiments, interacting with
groups, and making predictions. Whiting also includes pre-lab assignments to help students
better prepare for lab; and post-lab assignments to solidify learning and challenge students to
see interrelationships of concepts across topics. MasteringA&P for Whiting includes
autogradable pre-lab and post-lab assessments, drag-and-drop activities, coaching activities
for Bone and Animal Dissection videos, PAL 3.0, PhysioEx 9.1, A&P Flix 3D muscle
animations, Clinical Scenarios, and more. Personalize Learning with MasteringA&P®
MasteringA&P is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment system proven to help
students learn. It helps instructors maximize lab time with customizable, easy-to-assign,
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automatically graded assessments that motivate students to learn outside of class and to arrive
prepared for lab. The powerful gradebook provides unique insight into student and class
performance. 0133978567/ 9780133978568 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory
Manual: Making Connections, Fetal Pig Version Plus MasteringA&P with eText -- Access
Card Package, 1/e Package consists of: o 0133996794/ 9780133996791 Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, Fetal Pig Version, 1/e o 0134006577/
9780134006574 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Human
Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, 1/e
Designed for use with any A&P textbook, this best-selling laboratory manual features a wide
variety of exercises and activities to meet the needs of any anatomy & physiology laboratory
course. Known for its thorough, clearly-written exercises, full-color art, and tear-out review
sheets, this lab manual gives you a hands-on laboratory experience. It is also accompanied by
an interactive website built specifically for the A&P lab course that features pre-lab and postlab quizzes for every exercise, Practice Anatomy Lab™ 2.0, and PhysioEx™ 8.0. This latest
edition features brand-new pre-lab quizzes at the beginning of each exercise. This new lab
manual also features a brand-new art program that uses rich vibrant colors, 3D realistic
rendering, and many new histology and cadaver photos.
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, Cat Version Value Pack (includes
Practice Anatomy Lab 2. 0 CD-ROM and HIV and AIDS)
Making Connections : Main Version
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Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, Cat Version Value Pack (includes
Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology and MyA&P™ with CourseCompass™ with E-book
Student Access Kit for Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology )
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version
A brief, hands-on lab manual specifically adapted for one-semester A&P labs
in the allied health market--now with more realistic 3-D art, new and
modern photos, and a brand-new student-friendly design. Elaine Marieb's
Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, Sixth
Edition can accompany any one-semester A&P text, but is most effectively
paired with Marieb's Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology, Eleventh
Edition. The manual includes 27 exercises featuring a wide range of
activities and a full-color Histology Atlas with 55 photomicrographs. Each
exercise includes a Pre-Lab Quiz, a materials list, background information,
integrated objectives for focused learning, a summary of key concepts, a
variety of hands-on activities, and challenging review sheets. The Sixth
Edition features an updated art and photo program with more realistic 3-D
art, new and modern photographs, a new student-friendly design that
includes exercise tabs for easier navigation, bold-faced references to figures
and tables, and new activity checklists to help students track their progress
in the lab. The manual presents a superior teaching and learning experience
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for you and your students by presenting: A new student-friendly design with
a variety of features for easier navigation of the text A dynamic art and
photo program features exceptionally-detailed illustrations and figures 27
concise lab exercises specifically built to accommodate the fast pace of onesemester A&P labs A wide range of activities offering students varied, handson lab experiences to fit different learning styles
Package consists of: 0321575636 / 9780321575630 CourseCompass(TM)
Student Access Kit with Pearson eText for Human Anatomy & Physiology
032164400X / 9780321644008 Get Ready for A&P 0321710509 /
9780321710505 MasteringA&P(TM) with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access
Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology and Human Anatomy & Physiology
Laboratory Manuals 032174232X / 9780321742322 Human Anatomy &
Physiology 0321765583 / 9780321765581 Human Anatomy & Physiology
Laboratory Manual, Cat Version, Update 0805361170 / 9780805361179
Interactive Physiology 10-System Suite CD 080537373X / 9780805373738
Brief Atlas of the Human Body, A
Human Anatomy, Media Update, Sixth Edition builds upon the clear and
concise explanations of the best-selling Fifth Edition with a dramatically
improved art and photo program, clearer explanations and readability, and
more integrated clinical coverage. Recognized for helping students
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establish the framework needed for understanding how anatomical
structure relates to function, the text's engaging descriptions now benefit
from a brand-new art program that features vibrant, saturated colors as well
as new side-by-side cadaver photos. New Focus figures have been added to
help students grasp the most difficult topics in anatomy. This is the
standalone book. If you want the package order this ISBN: 0321753267 /
9780321753267 Human Anatomy with MasteringA&P(TM), Media Update
Package consists of: 0321753275 / 9780321753274 Human Anatomy, Media
Update 0321754182 / 9780321754189 Practice Anatomy Lab 3. 0321765079
/ 9780321765079 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText Student Access Code
Card for Human Anatomy, Media Update 0321765648 / 9780321765642
Wrap Card for Human Anatomy with Practice Anatomy Lab 3.0, Media
Update 080537373X / 9780805373738 Brief Atlas of the Human Body, A
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Rat Version
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual with Photo Atlas
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of the MyLab(tm) and Mastering(tm) platforms exist for each title, and
registrations are not transferable. To register for and use MyLab or Mastering, you may also
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need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made
outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for the Mastering platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For the two-semester A&P
laboratory course. This package includes Mastering A&P. Help manage time and improve
learning inside and outside of the lab The #1 best-selling Human Anatomy & Physiology
Laboratory Manual helps students and instructors manage time inside and outside of the A&P
lab classroom and works hand-in-hand with Mastering A&P, the leading online homework and
learning program for A&P. The 13th Edition features dozens of new, full-color figures and
photos in the review sheets, as well as revamped clinical application questions and critical
thinking questions that reinforce the most important concepts from lab. Encourage students to
prepare for lab by assigning recommended Mastering A&P activities for each lab exercise,
including 18 pre-lab videos (8 are new to this edition), Building Vocabulary Coaching
Activities, exercise review sheet assessment questions, art labeling activities, mobile-ready
Practice Anatomy Lab(tm) 3.1 with customizable flashcards, and more. Thousands of
assignment options in the Item Library are closely correlated with the print edition of the
manual, making it easier than ever to create homework assignments that are aligned with your
lab activities. Continuing to set the standard for the 2-semester A&P laboratory course, the lab
manual complies with the illustration and presentation style of the best-selling Marieb/Hoehn
Human Anatomy & Physiology text, but can accompany any A&P textbook. New customization
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options are available through Pearson Collections, as well as three conventional versions: Main
(12th Edition), Cat (13th Edition), and Fetal Pig (13th Edition). Personalize learning with
Mastering A&P By combining trusted author content with digital tools developed to engage
students and emulate the office-hour experience, Mastering personalizes learning and improves
results for each student. Mastering A&P assignments support interactive features in the lab
manual, including pre-lab video coaching activities, bone, muscle, and dissection videos,
Dynamic Study Modules, Get Ready for A&P, plus a variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical
Application Questions, and more. 0134767330 / 9780134767338 Human Anatomy & Physiology
Lab Manual, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package,
12/e Package consists of: 0134763246 / 9780134763248 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -ValuePack Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manuals 0134806352
/ 9780134806358 Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual, Main Version
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main VersionPearson
This concise lab manual is designed for those wanting a briefer and less expensive lab manual
than traditionally available for the two-semester anatomy & physiology lab course and who also
want their readers to develop critical thinking skills in the lab. Laboratory Investigations in
Anatomy & Physiology, Cat Version, Second Edition contains only 31 exercises, providing just
the core exercises done in most lab courses, in contrast to the 40 or 50 lab exercises included in
the leading anatomy & physiology lab manuals. Through the use of frequent and engaging
Questions to Consider, author Stephen Sarikas helps readers think about complex ideas and
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make connections between concepts. By challenging readers not only to observe but also to
interpret what they experience in the lab, he gives readers an investigative experience that
ensures they will retain what they have learned—a tremendous benefit to any reader going into a
healthcare-related career. The Second Edition features all-new activities on surface anatomy, a
fascinating new feature on forensic science, enlarged illustrations with more deeply contrasting
colors to make learning easier, a new website for practice and quizzing, and the new Practice
Anatomy Lab (PAL™) 2.0 anatomy practice and assessment tool. Main and Pig Versions of this
lab manual are also available. Body Organization and Terminology, Care and Use of the
Compound Light Microscope, Cell Structure and Cell Division, Membrane Transport, Epithelial
and Connective Tissues, The Integumentary System, The Axial Skeleton, The Appendicular
Skeleton, Articulations, Histology of Muscle Tissue, Gross Anatomy of the Muscular System,
Physiology of the Muscular System, Histology of Nervous Tissue, The Brain and Cranial Nerves,
The Spinal Cord and Spinal Nerves, Human Reflex Physiology, Special Senses, The Endocrine
System, Blood Cells, Gross Anatomy of the Heart, Anatomy of Blood Vessels, Cardiovascular
Physiology, The Lymphatic System, Anatomy of the Respiratory System, Respiratory Physiology,
Anatomy of the Digestive System, Actions of a Digestive Enzyme, Anatomy of the Urinary
System, Urinary Physiology, The Male Reproductive System, The Female Reproductive System,
Introduction to the Cat and Removal of the Skin, Dissection of the Cat Muscular System,
Dissection of the Cat Peripheral Nervous System, Dissection of the Cat Ventral Body Cavities
and Endocrine System, Dissection of the Cat Cardiovascular System, Dissection of the Cat
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Lymphatic System, Dissection of the Cat Respiratory System, Dissection of the Cat Digestive
System, Dissection of the Cat Urinary System,Dissection of the Cat Reproductive System
Intended for those interested in learning the basics of anatomy & physiology laboratory.
Essential Human Anatomy and Physiology
Laboratory Manual
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual
Cat version

Known for its clear descriptions and art program, this lab manual examines every
structure and function of the human body. It features dissection of the white rat,
numerous physiological experiments, and an emphasis on the study of anatomy
through histology. In addition to a large variety of illustrations, helpful learning
support includes lists of appropriate terms accompanying art, numerous
photomicrographs and specimen photos, phonetic pronunciations and derivations
of terms, diagrams of lab equipment, and lab report questions and report
templates. An instructor's guide is available and provides detailed information for
instructors about needed materials, suggestions, and answers to questions.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Fetal Pig Version
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